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Teacher, Spiritual Mentor, Medium, Energetic Sensitive,
Bach Flower Practitioner:
A Session with Joanne....
I offer you my support and skills as a Spiritual and Life Counselor of 15
years with training in Core Shamanism, Plant Spirit Medicine and as a Bach
Flower trained Practitioner.
It is my compassion and fundamental nature that inspire me to be of service
to others, which allows me to work easily and co-creatively with the
consciousness of nature, angelic, and subtle realms available to us.
The rhythm of our Soul and Nature is often lost or buried living in the
modern world. I am privileged to see and understand these aspects of an
individual, offering life affirming directional sessions at the level of your
soul’s purpose along with practical support and guidance during that
process.
Being attuned to subtle energetic patterns, I can support you in seeing and
connecting more deeply with the larger picture and true purpose of your life
circumstances, issues or health conditions in ways that will affirm your true
nature and self healing capabilities. The Flower Remedies further support
this by working gently and significantly at a core level, enabling you to shift
out of old or limiting emotional and mental patterns; freeing you to live
more fully, self compassionately and authentically.
As a Medium I can access your ancestors and those in the subtle realms that
support you daily. I can connect you with your loved ones living or passed
over, allowing communication and understanding of the greater purpose of
your relationship and that individual’s well being; human or animal. These
interactions often comfort and affirm, giving greater insight and support to
your own life path.
Having embraced my own life and challenges I have compassion and
reverence for the evolving beauty, strengths and vulnerability that is the
unique spark of creation we are.
You are the Beacon of Light you have been waiting for...
Warmly, Joanne

